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Also called UV light. But what does a bee do when she wants to tell her sisters what she has discovered?
Honey bees need to communicate with each other. With so many bees in a colony how do they communicate?
Image by CJ Kazilek. How Bees See Flowers Honey bees and most insects can see most colors you and I
seeâ€” green, blue, and violet. Honey bees cannot discriminate reds very well, but in exchange they can see
ultraviolet light â€”the same light we use sunscreen to protect our skin from. Most flowers have taken
advantage of this and have ultraviolet patches called nectar guides. These guides help attract bees to land and
show the bees where to get nectar. Bees see flowers differently than humans. They can see visible light and
also ultraviolet UV light. Image by Plantsurfer via Wikimedia Commons. Honey Bee Dance Language How
does a honey bee tell her sisters when she finds the locations of rewarding flowers, a drinking hole, or even a
great new home? She will fly home and dance. Experienced bees use the angle of their body relative to the
hive ceiling to tell their sisters the direction and approximate distance of whatever they are dancing for. Then
the well-informed sisters go off and check out this location for themselves. You can play the bee game and try
to interpret the dances of bees yourself. Karl von Frisch won the Nobel Prize in in part for deciphering the
language of the bees. In some of his first experiments he put a honey bee hive in a field with a single nectar
feeder for the bees to collect from. Frisch then sat and watched the bees inside their hive. After long hours of
observation he noticed the bees doing a waggling behavior inside the hive. He traced and measured animals as
they did this behavior throughout the day. By doing this Dr. Frisch noticed that the bees changed the angle that
they danced at the same rate as the sun moving through the sky. He discovered the bees were using dance to
point their sisters to the sugar feeder relative to the sun. Frisch and others deciphered other parts of the bee
dance language that encoded distance, but there is still so much we can learn about these marvelous little
insects.
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At first, they were often about frustration and even sadness because I felt I could not communicate or connect
with him. The most profound and miraculous surprises, however, came later. Ultimately, my relationship with
Brio became one of deep connection and great transformation. When I decided to get a dog, I was having kind
of a mid-life crisis. A relationship with a man had ended badly. I was in the midst of a successful career as an
award-winning television documentary producer, a driven, Type A professional to the core. My dog was
supposed to bring balance to my life, but not really change it or change me. Yet my search for a meaningful
connection with Brio led me down a path that crossed over the boundaries of reason and concrete reality into
the realm of the invisible. My search to find a way to communicate with Brio inspired me â€” a skeptical
journalist â€” to investigate the paranormal. I entered the world of animal communicators, psychics, and
mediums. Somehow, they had access to information about Brio and our life together that I never told them,
that they could not have known by ordinary means. And even after Brio passed, the messages continued, with
startling accuracy, from the world of spirit. Dogs and humans evolved together over an estimated 32, years.
Many scientists and researchers believe that the two species developed a symbiotic relationship with each
other and therefore we seek to communicate with each other. Over the centuries, humans have become more
and more dependent on verbal communication. Dogs may not share our words, but recent cutting-edge
research is showing that they do understand our words. The famous Border collie Chaser learned the meaning
of over objects when her human, psychology professor, John Pilley, taught her their names. According to new
research, dogs can understand our emotions and feel emotion in much the same way as we do. And studies
show that they understand the intent behind our voice intonations and some direct movements, like pointing. I
no longer question that a conversation can take place between humans and dogs that crosses boundaries of
time and space. So how does that happen? How does telepathic communication work? The paranormal
remains foreign territory to many scientists wedded to the traditions of western science and the need for
empirical evidence. I was once that kind of believer, too. But now I have direct personal experience which
makes it impossible for me to question that telepathic communication between people and dogs really can take
place. Rupert Sheldrake, a Cambridge University schooled biologist, who proposes that there are invisible
links between bonded beings homing pigeons for instance that allow them to communicate over long distances
and to even sense natural disasters. Dogs can be linked to their humans, Sheldrake believes, through these
fields. For me, the step in my journey with Brio that was the crowning revelation was that the messages from
him continued to come after his physical death. I can never forget the incredible accuracy with which the
animal communicators reported the exact events that occurred between me and Brio on his last day on earth
and then events in my life after his passing. I believe that Brio somehow lives in spirit. I believe that he has a
soul that has not died. To believe that dogs have souls, one has to believe that they have consciousness.
Indeed, here again, science is lending support. Six years ago, a group of scientists, including neuroscientists
and neurologists, issued a declaration that the scientific evidence is increasingly indicating that nonhuman
animals have the neurological substrates that generate consciousness. My experience with Brio transformed
my view of who our fellow creatures are, of who I am, and my perspective about the universe itself. I believe
that there is more to existence than what we experience with our human senses; there is another dimension that
lies beyond the material world, a dimension of spirit if you choose that term. Brio and I connected at the soul
level in physical life and in spirit. I learned that he saw me at that level; he saw beyond my human masks as a
driven television producer and committed skeptic about anything unproven by material evidence. There is
other evidence to be believed â€” evidence of what we know in our hearts and intuition. That discovery, given
by a great being in the form of a dog, is an incredible gift. I found and came to know my soul dog. Along the
way, I found so much more. Our fellow creatures have so much to offer. My hope is that more and more
people start listening to them, really listening. Watch the Ruth King interview trailer november affirmation.
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Set out plain paper, crayons. Be sure to set aside one white crayon for each student. On the chalkboard or a
large 24" x 36" sheet of paper create a list of the various styles of line: Horizontal, Vertical, Diagonal, Zigzag,
curved, spiral, and dotted. Be sure to leave empty space beside each word to draw the lines later. Read the
name of the line, or ask if anyone can read it out loud. Ask the class if anyone can describe the line. Make a
gesture with your arms to represent the line. Begin a discussion about everyday objects which contain this
line, inviting students to look around the room for the various lines. Good places to look as children are seated
in a circle are: Demonstration 5 minutes A line is a dot traveling through space a lot like an airplane - Try each
type of line. See if you can make it travel from one side of the page to another. Using a new crayon for each
line, make an abstract composition using all of your lines. As you make a line, have the children say the name
out loud. You may ask which line to try next. When you have used every type of line, use your white crayon
to follow your lines around the page, as though they were a map. Say out loud the type of line that you are
following, you may change direction at an intersection! They should use the white crayon like a toy car or
imaginary person moving beside the lines on their page. Remember to press down and move carefully. Class
work 25 minutes 1. Children should write their names on the back of their paper. Be sure that each child has
tried all of the lines before moving on to a white crayon. During art making ask the student if they can name
their lines. This will help you to assess their understanding, as some lines are similar and may be confused. If
a student discovers another type of line be sure to let the entire class know about it. As students await their
next teacher or class you can have them do line exercises while standing in line, similar to a Simon Says game.
Use the gestures which you demonstrated in the beginning of class. For diagonal lines you may have the
children lean to one side. Set out newspaper, paint sets, brushes, white crayons, and water. Create a teacher
exemplar of the assignment from the previous class. Set out your visual aides and charts. Demonstration 5
minutes 1. Using your teacher created demonstration, make a few more journeys around your line - map with
the white crayon. As you follow a line, or switch onto a new line, say the name of the line out loud with the
class. Wax and water do not mix. Crayons are made of wax, and watercolor contains water. Turn your paper as
you paint it, covering the entire page. Switch colors often, turning the watercolor set if necessary. Students
may create more lines with their white crayon before beginning to paint. If students are excited by what they
see, take the opportunity to engage the students in conversation on what is happening. Move around the room
to assist children with water changes, and remind them to rotate their pages if necessary. Cleanup 10 minutes
1. Have children carefully carry their papers to a drying rack or shelf as they finish. All brushes and water
cups should be collected. Students may wipe their hands with wet paper towels, clean damp sponges, or moist
towelettes. Art Making Students will learn about various types of line, and making associations between their
gesture and the resulting line. The technique of crayon resist will be introduced. Literacy in the Arts Students
will learn various characteristics and styles of line as they expand their art vocabulary. Careers and Lifelong
learning in visual arts Students will learn about the role of an illustrator. Creating, Performing and
participating in the arts. Knowing and Using Arts Resources and Materials. Responding and Analyzing Works
of Art.
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Have a suggestion to improve this page? To leave a general comment about our Web site, please click here
Share this page with your network. How do we form identities around language? How can poetry highlight the
beauty of communication across cultures? This unit explores ways to celebrate bilingualism in schools and
surrounding neighborhoods through close readings of Spanish and English performed, spoken words. Students
will address their own relationships with language through their own varied vocabulary in order to explore
how our identities are formed through our language during a three-week unit. In the context of an English
class, students will reflect on personal aspects of language acquisition and ultimately compose a poetic
narrative expressing the intangible journey towards fluency in a bilingual poem, with the expectation of an
oral performance. Espaillat, who made the journey and returned to tell the tale: We tend to rely on a primary
language, but our experience with others quickly lends us new vocabulary with which to communicate our
identities and our experiences to those around us, and we are changed forever. In this context, poetry is those
moments when our language becomes fluid, flowing and we feel the thrill of expression. While all the arts
provide the support and guidance we need to live life to the fullest, the spoken and in particular the written
word has distinguished humans from all other species. The usual growing pains of living are simultaneously
an experience with language and one with our emotions, creating an invisible union that grows exponentially
stronger with classroom education. The history of the human race is full of exploration, just as nearly every
text we read in a literature class is built around an attempt to explore both a tangible and intangible conflict of
some kind through reading, speaking, listening, and writing. Urban, suburban, rural, or wild areas may face a
variety of challenges, and as a Language Arts teacher I am tasked with categorizing every literary conflict as
either "internal", residing in the soul, psyche, emotions, or mind of the character affected, or "external",
coming from outside the person and occasionally involving a direct threat. Language is both internal and
external, both emotional and physical, and bilingual students have the opportunity to navigate the private
world within themselves and the very public world of communication with others in twice as many pathways.
Poetry both written and spoken has always played a significant role in addressing both internal and external
conflicts in both the characters and voice of the poet, but also of the readers, or audience. Good writing, and in
particular good poetry, is not just of benefit to the author, but to everyone who comes into his sphere of
influence. Students in a bilingual classroom will acquire new words in both languages, from both peers and
the instructor who may be older, may have a wider breadth of vocabulary in either language, but is nonetheless
a companion on the journey into verse and expression, in any language. Where we are writing, what we read,
and what students experience outside of the classroom are all key factors in the material towards which
students will gravitate and will need to identify issues with which they identify in order to find where they
flow and where they feel barriers. The intangible will become tangible as students work either independently
or in groups to research current newspaper articles addressing those specific issues around bilingualism in
their area, including signage and graffiti. With language at the center of our exploration of what exists as an
"invisible city", students will navigate their own paths into and through the avenues of expression towards
greater language acquisition. Objectives An essential method of analysis will be using the "close readings" to
analyze poems word by word and phrase by phrase to understand the ways in which students can then write
and perform their own poems. The overall goal, beyond any distinct performance piece by a student poet,
however, is to see how we might use artistic expression as a means of transforming our very turbulent
emotions around language into an activist stance filled with clarity and conviction, accompanied by an equal
amount of spoken and written fluency towards the subject of bilingualism. Can the practice of language arts,
in sometimes hidden and surprising ways, be a source of devotion and heightened sensitivity to our common
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humanity, despite our varying levels of language fluency in either Spanish or English, or any other language
for that matter? The wonderful reality of reading and writing poetry is that it takes so many forms of
expression: To go a little deeper, there is something beyond just pleasure at a pretty or delightful poem,
because poems that challenge, probe, explore, and even confront our sensibilities can somehow jar us out of
complacency into a wider sense of our society, our selves, and even our very reality. There is a wonderful line
by E. This exhilarating and fundamentally human emotion is highlighted through the Philadelphia Youth
Poetry Movement, Brave New Voices, and organizations like it around the country whose spoken word, slam,
and performance poetry produces literature with an eye towards social justice, even when they are having a
little fun. These groups are sprouting up around the globe in international circles as well, just as "Poetry Out
Loud" has gone from being local to national to international. Background My students at Thomas Edison High
School in North Philadelphia, just like my former students in West Philadelphia, bring a variety of local and
international experiences to the table when they attempt to speak and write. Largely Hispanic, Edison is
defined as a bilingual school, and serves the neighborhood across Theodore Roosevelt Boulevard from Olney
High School, where I taught for four years. Upon crossing the river, however, Route 1 begins a 2 mile path as
a highway called Theodore Roosevelt Expressway. My own neighborhood is at the base of this section, about
ten minutes East by car to City Hall and the center of the city establishment. Philadelphia is the 5 th largest
city in the United States, next to New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, and Atlanta, footnote , and slightly ahead
of Phoenix, with a population hovering around Spanish language accounts for nearly English language
acquisition is not as necessary for social interaction among Spanish speakers within the "Hunting Park" area
surrounding Edison, as there are a plethora of shops, people, schools, and recreational activities within close
range where Spanish is the dominant tongue of discourse. My older brother and I had scrimmaged with teams
of wrestlers from Edison throughout high school, growing up in the Germantown section of Northwest
Philadelphia, and I liked the idea of returning there as soon as my teacher suggested I go. Students from
Nicaragua, Guatemala, Mexico, El Salvador, Venezuela, and in particular Puerto Rico graced my small space
in the library those afternoons at Edison, struggling to capture the sounds and inflections of my native
language. I had studied Spanish from 7 th th grade in upper school, as my school called it, suffering through
the ineptitudes of my limited memory skills with teachers from Paraguay, Peru, and Ecuador. As I grew older
I attended classes in Spanish language at college as an undergraduate with teachers from Argentina and Puerto
Rico, but I learned Spanish more predominantly through reaching out for the kindness of Spanish-speaking
strangers up and down the East Coast, and throughout a year spent living in Albuquerque, New Mexico, my
fascination with the language grew. Foreign languages often allow for what feels like confidential
communication between old friends. Outsiders become insiders, strangers become fellow travelers, and grim
communication becomes an experiment in choosing strategic combinations of words from a limited palette of
colorful possibilities. Throughout my own life I have hosted international students from South Korea, Mexico,
and Germany; I spent a month at an international summer camp in New Hampshire, where my best friends
were Koreans, Russians, and French campers who challenged me at the game of table tennis "ping-pong" , an
activity where language became less necessary than communal fun. In one formative experience, I was paid by
the Philadelphia Tourist Bureau to interview international visitors to the Liberty Bell about their travel
activities and countries of origin. Later, a relationship with a German woman for two years taught me that
language can at times be less relevant than other forms of communication. Even my mother worked with the
Philadelphia International Business Exchange and hosted businesspeople from all over the world for several
years, from Russia, France, Eastern Europe, England, and Latin America, while I traveled to cities throughout
the Soviet Union for a few weeks as a senior in high school. Philadelphia becomes an ideal junction, as almost
any city in the world today, for the kinds of language exchanges and diverse international interactions that
make conversation a greater transfer between people than any other transaction we might have, even than with
money. Language becomes an invisible link that bounds us to one another, as a means of working through
emotional journeys as well as in navigating the physical world in which we travel. I am only 15 minutes from
Edison by car, but a world away. As Hazel Rochman points out perceptively, "Reading makes immigrants of
us all - it takes us away from home, but more important, it finds homes for us everywhere. His first poem out
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of confinement, when in his own words he was "experiencing the power of literature, and it was changing my
mind" http: Demographics For many of the students at Thomas Edison High School, language can be a very
similar barrier as the one described by Jimmy Santiago Baca, in addition to other issues. There were students
in , with Appearances are deceiving; if the statistics were all anyone ever saw of Edison High School, or any
other school around the globe, we would surely miss a deeper layer running not so invisibly near the topical
surface. In January there was a bomb threat called in to the school in the middle of the morning. Many kids
would take it as a joke, others as a hassle, still others as an excuse to miss class; all would have to leave the
building, and for a brief moment embark on a journey together from the school at 2 nd street and Luzerne, as a
collective community. Each member of the community, some pocketed together in small groups of close
friends, would trek, luggage on backs and in hand, between the graveyard across Luzerne and through the
surrounding factory district together towards Clemente Middle School. Clemente is also bilingual, and many
of the kids leaving Edison went to middle school there, or have friends, neighbors, and siblings who attend.
ABC Action News http: Are we not all migrants towards understanding ourselves? Someone posted the video
on YouTube for all to see, and it reveals a type of behind the scenes glimpse into the world of an Edison
teenager. Language seems to flow from one to another student as they step briskly away from the building,
just as they briskly enter an unknown day, without expectations, and never truly knowing that they are
becoming visible, and that having become visible on film, they become fixed in time like a permanent
memory. If the bomb were a joke, it also carried with it another metaphor for another concept: In "Louder
Than A Bomb", a documentary made in out of a Chicago production company, the film highlights at least four
spoken word performers from throughout the country. While Philadelphia is smaller than Chicago, the
Philadelphia Youth Poetry Movement has attracted 18 teams in to its Friday afternoon performances, and
nearly kids fill the audience from 4: Recent poems have included speaking out against flash-mobs, street
harassment, and gun violence, in addition to poems about body image, sexual identity, and homelessness. As
poetry teachers, we have several agendas, among them raising the literacy levels of our students so they can
not only read a greater diversity of poems independently, but also in order to fathom the work so deeply as to
turn their own poems into works of social significance. Tells me to empty pockets, walk through metal
detector, 8: I ask them if they have dreams. But they are far too familiar with the right to remain silentâ€¦.. The
Principal is afraid they will leave with weapons, I am afraid they will not know the ones that already exist. He
goes on to say "A migrational, or metaphorical, city thus slips into the clear text of the planned and readable
city. The most primitive peoples have used it, and the most civilized have cultivated it" Perrine, p. In the team
poem, the two brothers alternate lines with one another, riff off what the other says, and create the picture of
an American family as Anglo and dismissive of minorities as could be. Cities, like dreams, are made of desires
and fears. In "Regions and Region Behavior" by Erving Goffman, the author describes these two areas in
terms of 1 "front region" ie. Front region behavior of the type concerning performance poets is distinguished
by being "in visual and aural range of the audience" p. In the experience of teenage poets today, there is a near
constant exchange between front and back region in the way performers are inspired to write, just as a jazz
musician is soaking up the music of living until he can pick up his instrument and play with it again. More
than just a formal front region as defined by the stage, the lights, an audience and a microphone, however,
performance poets so enjoy the act of formal language performance they engage with the spoken word as a
daily conversation with their intended audience and may feel as if cameras are watching and might YouTube
them at any moment. Her off stage, or back-region behavior is never seen on video, but her public persona
front region seems to blur the lines between anything private back region and the persona of an outspoken,
outraged and downright confrontational student in her performance on stage, and her words flow as if she is in
the thrilling exhilaration of spontaneous anger, where every word is like a football she carries tightly under her
arm, dodging defenders and leaping high into the end zone. Witness her words yourself at: Davis
accomplishes fluency in both her own vernacular, using profanity like music, and also successfully criticizes
the system in which she feels oppressed: Surely she is a type of language revolutionary she calls herself an
"Identity Activist" and she represents the kind of response out of frustration and anger that I believe students
can use to process into productive creative expression. The conflict stems from a deeper concern with
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language at its core purpose: Her main criticism of her peers and her teacher is that she feels stereotyped and
placed in a box out of which she is not free to roam and be herself: Kai Davis, and countless other
non-English-speaking or non-standard-English speaking students know intuitively: Someone once said it is
easier for the confused kid to be the bad kid than to be the dumb kid, and far more socially acceptable in
America, and so we have inner city schools here that are filled with so-called "bad kids". Stereotypes seem
often to be based on anecdotal evidence rather than statistical analysis. In "Bilingualism in the USA", the
authors assert that "bilingualism is a normal condition that affects people around the globe â€” there is no
urban society that is untouchedâ€¦ and the U. In a poem called "Healing Earthquakes", by Jimmy Santiago
Baca, he relates how when he was a kid he experienced terrible racism towards his grandfather because of
English language deficiency. He writes in this patchwork of excerpts:
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You keep saying, "Hello? Can you hear me? So you hang up, figuring there was no one there. What you may
not have known is that someone was there and they could hear you, but there was something wrong with the
connection. Recently, it played out at a local dog rescue where I volunteer with my daughter. However,
instead of with animal communication, it was with energy healing. Perhaps it will help explain some of your
own experiences or frustrations and give you some hope that you are actually communicating even when you
think you are not. I was visiting the various groups of dogs at this rescue. Each group has its own separate
"cottage" and dogs often get switched around to different groups to give them a chance to interact with other
personalities or to see if there might be a better match-up in the event of conflicts. This particular day, the
most energetic dogs were all grouped in one cottage. And by energetic, I mean the ones who tend to jump on
you, nip at your clothes, bark to get your attention, and push other dogs away. Now, there were three all in the
same space. Not only that, but they seemed to have upped their game, taking on all the bad traits of the worst
offender in the group who was named after a hurricane, to give you a hint of his behavior! My daughter had
already opted-out, as the thought of all that craziness was just too much for her. And honestly, it was for me,
too. But I remembered that we were there to try and help all these dogs in transition, so I went in alone for a
short visit. As expected, all three dogs were jumping, nipping, and yipping like crazy all around me. Instead of
matching their energy, I consciously tried to maintain a grounded state of being, almost willing the entire
room into calmness. As they tried to get my attention, I repeated calmly and softly that I would be happy to
pay attention to them as soon as they calmed down, sat nicely, and were quieter. When they jumped on me, I
gently pushed them away. When they nipped, I made it known that was unacceptable. As I stood in the middle
of the room amidst this scene, I also began sending Reiki with the intention that the dogs would be able to
channel their energy in a more positive way. Within five minutes, the dogs began breaking their unified
pattern. They were still all participating in the madness, but now at different levels and inconsistently. They
began going in and out their dog door to the yard, trying to channel the energy in a different way. The second
"craziest" dog actually curled up right next to me! I had never seen him do anything like this before. The third
"craziest" stopped jumping and actually sat in front of me for short periods of time, now able to enjoy healthy
interaction. And the top dog, who had the hardest time with his energy, kept going in and out of the dog door,
desperately trying to use his energy in an alternate way. He never got to the point the others did, but I could
tell he wanted to get there and was doing what he was able to in the moment. I was so proud of them all!
While others are able to experience something physical or energetic when they send or receive energy, perhaps
knowing when to stop, when someone has had enough, when to move to a different placement, I get no such
clues. I send Reiki and hope it is working. In the case of the dogs, I was making the telephone call and saying,
with hope, "Hello? But my call did go through. My messages did reach the dogs and the proof was in their
physical behavior, not in any telepathic communication. Has this experience played out for you in any similar
ways?
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